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A shifter mating bond can survive anything. Can't it?

When bear shifter bodyguard Linda gets on a small plane with her best friend she has no idea how her life is
about to change. Especially when her mate climbs on board too.
But what should be a happy event soon ends in disaster when the pilot bails on them and the plane crashes
into the side of a mountain.
A race against time means Linda and her mate, Craig, must work together to get everyone safely down off
the mountain. But when secrets are revealed, and lives are threatened, it’s going to take all their courage and
strength to make it back to Bear Creek.
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From Reader Review Survivor Bear (Bear Creek Protectors Book 2)
for online ebook

So, I Read This Book Today says

You're a bear. It's freezing.

You have two humans to protect. And you and your new mate don't shift and keep everyone warm???
I expected better from this author.

frances dunning says

Bodyguards to the rescue

When selecting a bodyguard make sure they're the best. Gina new her best friend Linda was the best choice.
Who knew Joaquin would be so lucky with Craig. I'm glad it wasn't Harvey that tried to get rid of his sister.
And who might the Dragon be??? It was a good read.

Patricia Hoffstaetter says

This is a delightful, entertaining bear shifter romance and I really enjoyed reading it.
The plot is suspenseful with intriguing events and well-written with strong, determined individual characters.
It is about: a female bear shifter bodyguard (Linda) who answers a call for help from her best friend (Gina),
after a flight over the mountains lands up in disaster they land up trapped on a mountainside with (Craig, a
bodyguard) and his employer (Joaguin) who could unfortunately be a dreadful person.
There is: bear shifters, bodyguards, various kinds of shifters, intrigue, suspense, twists & turns, adventure,
action, danger, enemies, suspicions, attempted blackmail, mates, a crash, injuries, survival mode,
misconceptions, doubts, paranoia, speculation, verbal banter, memories, trust, physical conflict, rescued,
confrontation, jealousy, law enforcement, happiness, trust and a little steam.
I would recommend this bear shifter romance.

L M says

Love that two bodyguards are fated mates.
Great to have two extremely capable and equally balanced H’s for the main characters.
Though I have to say that Gina and Joquin are in this story nearly as much as the two main H’s due to the
horrendously nasty circumstances these four people find themselves in.
Good simple story with a likeable plot, though I have to say I knew who the bad guy was right from the start.
I was kindly given a copy by the author but read it though KU. This is my honest review of this book.



Kirsten Ensman says

Love and family wins again

Although I figured out who was behind the plot to hurt Gina right away. I enjoyed the story. Fate had a way
of stepping in and helping 2 couples find each other. As always the good guys overcome the tragedy. I did
find it strange that all of the sudden Harmony is making the dragons secret when so many books have outed
them and had them in the know to most shifter in the bear creek/ bear bluff area. I also would have like to
have had Harley's reaction to his sister being pregnant. Another good story by Harmony.

Abra says

I've only read Ms. Raines Bear Creek series so this was my first Bear Creek Protectors book. It has a lot
more plot and much less fluffiness than the other books of hers that I've read.

Linda is a bodyguard and her best friend Gina hires her to guard her. Gina is being blackmailed and suspects
her boyfriend is behind it. Craig is also a bodyguard and he is hired by Gina's boyfriend to be with him as
backup when he surprises Gina on the flight to her business trip. There's absolutely no reason for him to need
a bodyguard and a good reason is never given.

Now all four characters are on a plane to Gina's business trip. The pilot, a bird shifter, somehow manages to
escape out a window that doesn't open. That's right - he escapes out the cockpit window. Then, he manages
to fly away without any problems jumping from an airplane going around 500 miles an hour. Gina's ex-
boyfriend is a pilot and manages to get the plane down. He's the only one hurt in the crash. I was a little
confused as to why they were close to Bear Creek - that seemed really lucky since they weren't flying to
anywhere near there.

Despite all these problems I enjoyed this book.

Paul L. Seyler-Schmidt says

Ah-maz -ing

Linda would do anything for her best friend including miss out on the perfect vacation to protect her from
herself, if needed. Craig is hired to protect a crazy man in love who just wants to talk to his true love. Fate
steps in when they all end up on the same flight that changes their lives forever.

I recommend reading this series.



Sandra Aaron says

Good shifter romance, with a likable couple

This is a good shifter romance, and a good addition to the series. This one was a bit different than most
shifter romances, in that a good part of the story dealt with them trying to survive the plane crash. It did
make for interesting reading, and provided a bit of mystery, but it meant there wasn't quite as much romance.
I would have liked to know what punishment the bad guy got, but I did enjoy the story.

Stacey Escalera blog says

This book was an action packed bear shifter romance.
At it best loved the MC and the story plot.
This was a well written read.
It has no Cliffhanger which I like.
You get to understand what happening to the characters and determine what will happen next.
This book has a HEA which was a pleasure to read.
Another great book in the series I feel like this can be read as a standalone.
Overall this book meet my expectations.
I voluntary read an advance reader copy and my opinion are my opinion.

April says

When I am looking for a quick good read I have a short list of authors that I choose from, and this author is
on that list. I love the characters in Bear Creek. This story was another good one by Harmony Raines.

Janet Hendricks says

Super Story! Super Series!

Two bear shifter bodyguards and their respective clients are flying to a meet and crash land in the snow
covered mountains near Bear Creek. With one client injured, the other client pregnant and someone trying to
kill them, it's up to Craig and Linda to get them all to safely. That's not going to be easy. Someone wants one
of them dead and if a plane crash doesn't do the job, well, there's always plan B. Super story, super series.
Enjoy!

Patricia H. Phelps says

Craig and Linda

Craig is employed by Bear Creek Protectors and Linda, by a different agency. Linda is about to board a plane



for a much-needed vacation when her best friend calls and tells her she needs to hire her as a bodyguard. She
immediately turns around and drives the four hours to meet her friend. Craig is the bodyguard for a man who
tells him he had met a woman and everything seemed perfect until suddenly she would not take his calls. He
purchased two tickets at the last minute with cash and took Craig on a small plane with him. The only two
passengers were Linda and her friend, Gina, the woman he loved. While over the mountain, the pilot jumped
out and shifted into an eagle. Joachim had learned to fly as a young man, and he did everything he could to
land safely, but the plane crashed. The story of how they got down off the mountain and the who and why
behind the crash is quite interesting. Another win for a prolific paranormal author. Recommended.

Marsha Spohn says

Reviewed at Shifter Haven

Survivor Bear brings us Craig and Linda’s story. Both bear shifters, both in the protection business as
bodyguards. Neither has found their mate yet and both have reached that point in life where they’re
beginning to wonder if they ever will. So, for now their work consumes them. When Linda gets a call from
her best friend for help she knows it’s bad because Gina is stubborn and capable of handling anything. Craig
is meeting his client who is the most unlikely person to use a protection service he’s seen yet. There’s
something about Joaquin that just doesn’t fit. Both Linda and Craig are on their guard and neither realize that
all four are about to board a plane that will change all of their lives forever.

I was fully engrossed in Survivor Bear. It’s definitely full of suspense, suspicions, hidden facts and that very
special moment when mates meet for the first time. It was very easy to get caught up in Craig’s and Linda’s
story, especially trying to figure out who the bad guys are. Oh, I know the named one, it’s the unnamed ones
that have me wracking my brain about previous stories to try to figure that part out… and maybe they’re
new, I hope we eventually find out for it’s a mystery to me even now. In any event, I had a blast, and I’m
waiting on Flint’s story soon. If you love Shifters then this one is a great addition to the Bear Creek
Protectors series.

I read this title through my Kindle Unlimited subscription.

Jo-ann says

Mystery mountain adventure....

Love and mates found on a plane flight that crashes in the mountains between two mates and two lovers.
Craig and Linda are protectors of Joaquin and Gina, who seem to have disagreement about pictures of them
together that Joaquin knows nothing about and doesn't understand why Gina stop taking his calls. Now on a
way to a meeting their plane crashes and while trying to get off the mountain and stay alive are trying to
figure out who and why?

Jo-Ann Doyle



Kathy Terhaar says

Wonderful read!

Craig and Linda while both working as bodyguards meet know immediately that they are mates. While the
pilot of the chartered jumped out of the plane, he is shifter, an Eagle shifter, one of the passengers, Gina’s
estranged boyfriend, father of the baby he doesn’t know about yet, Joaquin, is a pilot, so the plane doesn’t
kill the 4 people, he does an amazing job in bring the plane down. But they are still in the mountains in the
winter, Joaquin in hurt, Gina in pregnant it cold with few provisions. While Craig and Linda are bear
shifters, it is a long way back to civilization.


